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The Radiation Field Inside theAtmosphere for all PropagationDiretions, Stefan BühlerIntrodutionThe general radiative transfer equation for an atmosphere taking intoaount extintion and emission is (Mishhenko et al., 2000)d I(n)=ds = �K(n)I(n)+a(n)B(T )+Z4� dn'Z(n,n') I(n') (1)where I(n) is the four omponent spei� intensity vetor of multiplysattered light propagating in the diretion n and ds is the pathlengthelement measured in this diretion. The extintion of radiation is de-sribed by the extintion oe�ient matrix K(n) whih takes intoaount the extintion due to gas absorption, partile absorption andpartile sattering. The seond term is the thermal soure term wherea(n) is the absorption oe�ient vetor whih inludes the partileabsorption as well as gaseous absorption. B(T) is the Plank funtionat temperature T. The last term is the sattering soure. It desribesthe ontribution of light illuminating a small volume element from alldiretions n' and sattered in the diretion n. Z(n,n') is the so alledPhase Matrix whih gives the e�ieny of the sattering between di-retions n and n'. (The name is histori and has nothing to do withthe phase of an eletromagneti wave.)In the work presented here, we have solved this equation iterativelyin a plane-parallel atmosphere. Plane parallel approximation holds3



4 ISSMWEOS01 Bremenwhen the radius of urvature is muh larger than the thikness ofthe layer. Also keeping in mind that solving this equation for I(n)may ause omputational di�ulties as it involves the exponential ofa matrix, a linear approximation is onsidered assuming optially thinlayers. This is a preliminary study to see the e�et of these approxi-mations.The result of this ase for the plane parallel approximation isompared with the ARTS radiative transfer model whih uses spheri-al geometry for radiative transfer alulations. (Bühler and Eriksson,2001)Radiative Transfer CalulationThis study attempts to solve only the �rst omponent of the spei�intensity vetor,whih is the total spei� intensity, for a simple asenegleting the e�et of louds. In this ase we have extintion andsoure terms only due to gaseous absorption. The radiative transferequation redues to the muh simpler formdI(n)=ds = �ag(n)I(n) + ag(n)B(T ) (2)where ag is the total absorption oe�ient of the gaseous speies in-volved. The absorption oe�ients are obtained from the ARTS modeland the grid of this alulation is taken as the base grid for the radia-tive transfer alulation. An analytial solution to this equation forthe intensity at grid point i travelling in the diretion � givesIi;� = Ii�1;� exp(��) +B(T )[1� exp(��)℄ (3)The opaity between two grid points � is de�ned as� = agdz=os� (4)The absorption is assumed to vary linearly between the grid pointsso that eah layer has an e�etive absorption oe�ientag = (ag0 + ag1)=2 (5)



Radiative Transfer Calulation 5where ag0 and ag1 are the absorption oe�ients at the top and bot-tom of that layer.Similarly temperature is also assumed to vary linearly between lay-ers and eah layer is assumed to have an e�etive temperatureT = (T0 + T1)=2 (6)The Plank funtion B is alulated for eah layer orresponding tothe layer-temperature and the frequeny under onsideration.In order for the linear approximation to be valid eah layer shouldbe optially thin whih is not always the ase. Even in the ase of lowabsorption the opaity an take large values if the pathlength is largeas is the ase when � is lose to 90 degrees. Here we de�ne an opaitylimit for whih the linear approximation is valid within the requiredauray. If the opaity of a layer is high, the layer is divided furtherand further into sublayers until the opaity is below the limiting value.With linear approximation the expressionIi;� = Ii�1;�(1� �) +B(T )� (7)has to be solved iteratively for alulating the intensity reahing thelevel i along the propagation angle �.In the plane parallel approximation, �= 900 needs speial attention.In this ase, for eah layer the optial depth is in�nite so that we anonly see the emission orresponding to the temperature of that layer.For � < 900, the iteration starts with the intensity array initialisedwith the osmi bakground radiation, orresponding to a brightnesstemperature of 2.735 K. The iteration is performed from one layerto the next storing the intensity value for eah �. Upon reahing theground, the e�et of ground re�etion is modelled asI1;�0 = I0;�(1� �) + �B(T0) (8)where � is the ground emissivity, I1;�0 is the intensity after re�etion,I0;� is the intensity before re�etion. T0 is the ground temperature.After re�etion, the radiation is propagated along the angle (1800��)and the intensity values are stored for (1800 � �). One the iteration



6 ISSMWEOS01 Bremenis ompleted we have the intensity reahing a point from all diretionsassuming symmetry about 180 degrees. This is essential for the eval-uation of the sattering integral in the future studies, where we wantto investigate the e�et of sattering by ie louds.ResultsIn this setion the radiation �eld at di�erent propagation angles is dis-ussed for 3 frequenies 182 GHz, 60 GHz and 90 GHz and is omparedto ARTS. 182 GHz is at the wing of a strong water vapor absorptionline leading to high absorption in the troposphere.Oxygen has strongabsorption at 60 GHz even at stratospheri levels. 90 GHz is a win-dow hannel. The radianes are transformed to equivalent BrightnessTemperatures aording to Plank's Law.In all ases we an see thatthere is good agreeement with ARTS.Figure 1 shows the variation of brightness temperature along dif-ferent propagation angles at 9 km, 15 Km, 21 Km and 27 Km for amid-latitude summer senario ompared with ARTS at 182 GHz . Aswe look along shallower angles, optial depth being larger, saturationis reahed at higher levels whih explains the derease in brightnesstemperature towards shallower angles. At 90 degrees the optial depthbeing in�nite saturation is reahed at the same level so that what wesee is the Plank emission orresponding to the temperature of thatlayer. This explains the peak at 90 degrees in altitudes orrespondingto stratospheri regions. This is a onsequene of the plane parallelapproximation whereas in the ase of spherial geometry optial depthbeing �nite at 90 degrees this peak is not seen.Figure 2 desribes the behaviour of the same senario at 60 GHz.As against 182 GHz, we an see that at lower altitudes the radiation�eld is almost idential in all propagation diretions. As we go furtherupwards of the stratosphere, we see that the emission from top layershas dereased onsiderably whih lowers the brightness temperaturein the up-looking angles. Similar to the 182 GHz ase, at 90 degrees we



Conlusion 7see the Plank emission orresponding to the temperature of strato-sphere. The inrease in brightness temperature as we go towards shal-lower angles is beause of the temperature pro�le harateristi of thestratosphere.90 Ghz being a window hannel shows almost the same behaviourat di�erent altitudes. So we deided to simulate the e�et of groundemissivity on the behaviour at this frequeny. This is shown in Fig-ure 3, where we ompare the e�et of di�erent emissivity values onthe radiation �eld at 90 Ghz. When the emissivity is 1, the e�etis predominantly from the ground emission, so that the brightnesstemperature stays onstant at all propagation angles greater than 90degrees. If the emissivity is set to 0, the ground has no longer anye�et on the brightness temperatures. So as we go towards shallowerangles the optial depth inreases and the brightness temperature in-reases due to the inreased emission. When the emissivity is at anintermediate value we an see that the e�et depends on the om-pensation between the extintion and emission terms in the transferequation.ConlusionWe have tried to implement two approximations in this approah.One is a linear approximation of the exponential term in the radiativetransfer equation. This approximation seems to yield good results ifwe set a limiting value for the optial depth and then split the layersuntil optial depth beomes smaller than the limiting value. Anotherapproximation is the plane-parallel geometry of the atmosphere. Ourresults indiate that a plane parallel atmosphere an give omparableresults to the spherial atmosphere partiularly in the troposphere.But at stratospheri altitudes there are problems lose to 900 propa-gation angles.
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Conlusion 9

Figure 1: Radiation �eld from all diretions at 9 km, 15 km, 21 km and 27km. The frequeny is 182 GHz and ground emissivity is 0.65. Solid lines arethe results from the ARTS radiative transfer model and the dotted linesfrom the planeparallel ase
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Figure 2: Radiation �eld from all diretions at 9 km, 15 km, 21 km and 27km. The frequeny is 60 GHz and ground emissivity is 0.65. Solid lines arethe results from the ARTS radiative transfer model and the dotted linesfrom the planeparallel ase
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Figure 3: Radiation �eld from all diretions at 15 km for ground emissivities1,0 and 0.65. The frequeny is 90 GHz. Solid lines are the results from theARTS radiative transfer model and the dotted lines from the planeparallelase


